
APPENDIX 2:  Anecdotes  
 

Prepared by Douglas J. Lanska, MD, MS, MSPH, FAAN 
 
 
Anecdote #1:  Francis M. Forster, M.D. as a visiting 
professor in a Japanese hospital during the Vietnam War. 
 
In#2006,#Robert#B.#Daroff,#M.D.#recounted#his#experience#with#Francis#M.#Forster,#M.D.,#
while#both#were#in#Japan#during#the#Vietnam#War.###Forster#was#a#civilian#consultant#to#the#
US.#Air#Force,#and#Daroff#was#the#first,#and#for#6#months#the#only,#neurologist#stationed#in#
Vietnam.##Daroff#had#sought#Forster’s#advice,#and#Forster#arranged#for#the#two#to#meet#in#
Japan.#
#
“Upon#finishing#my#neurology#residency#in#June#1965,#I#entered#the#Medical#Corps#of#the#US#
Army#and,#several#months#later,#received#orders#for#Vietnam.#Sometime#in#the#spring#of#
1966,#I#heard#that#Frank,#then#Chair#of#Neurology#at#the#University#of#Wisconsin,#was#
visiting#US#military#bases#in#the#Pacific,#in#his#capacity#as#the#Neurological#Consultant#to#the#
Air#Force.#I#wrote#him,#requesting#that#he#get#permission#to#consult#with#me#in#Vietnam#and#
advise#me#on#distinguishing,#without#the#availability#of#electroencephalography,#among#
faints,#fits,#fugue#states,#and#fakes.#To#my#delight,#Frank#arranged#for#me#to#spend#a#week#in#
Japan#accompanying#him#on#his#tour.#As#a#courtesy,#he#also#made#rounds#at#a#Japanese#
teaching#hospital#in#Tokyo.#We#were#in#a#large#room#with#the#patient#on#a#litter,#
surrounded#by#scores#of#Japanese#faculty,#trainees,#students,#and#nurses.#In#addition#to#me,#
other#US#military#neurologists#stationed#in#Japan#were#in#attendance.#The#resident#
presenting#the#case#in#English#was#extremely#nervous#and#none#of#the#Americans,#Frank#
included,#understood#much#of#the#presentation.#We#could#recognize#only#a#few#English#
words,#such#as#“sudden#onset,”#“ataxia,”#and#“dysarthria.”#Our#Japanese#hosts#were#
undoubtedly#expecting#a#brilliant#clinical#performance#from#this#distinguished#senior#
American#neurologist,#and#we#young#Americans#wondered#what#Frank#would#do.#We#knew#
he#hadn’t#a#clue#as#to#the#patient’s#history#or#examination,#except#that#it#was#probably#a#
vascular#event#in#the#posterior#circulation.#Frank#immediately#requested#a#stethoscope.#We#
suspected#he#would#listen#for#bruits,#but#he#put#the#earpieces#in#the#patient’s#ears,#and#the#
bell#up#to#his#own#ear.#No#one#knew#what#he#was#up#to.#Finally,#Frank#removed#the#
stethoscope#and#said#something#like,#“Sometimes#with#posterior#circulation#strokes,#there#
is#palatal#myoclonus,#and#one#can#hear#the#clicking#of#the#patient’s#Eustachian#tubes#
through#the#stethoscope.”#It#was#a#great#moment#of#salvation.#The#Japanese#professors#
nodded#to#each#other,#and#the#residents#who#understood#English#translated#it#to#their#
colleagues.#Frank#didn’t#hear#any#clicking,#and#the#patient#didn’t#have#palatal#myoclonus,#
but#there#was#a#profound#relief#of#tension#among#the#Americans.##I#don’t#recall#what#
happened#next#with#the#patient,#but#everyone#seemed#contented.#…#The#rounds#were#
salvaged.“#
#



The#above#anecdote#was#part#of#a#Letter#to#the#Editor#of#Neurology,#written#in#response#to#
an#article#by#Ludwig#Gutmann,#M.D.,#Chair#of#Neurology#at#West#Virginia#University,#about#
an#encounter#he#had#as#an#intern#under#Forster#at#the#University#of#Wisconsin.###
#
Ludwig#Gutmann,#M.D.#replied:#“Dr.#Daroff#’s#anecdote#captures#the#essence#of#Frank#
Forster’s#teaching#style.#Always#kind#and#gracious,#he#was#the#ultimate#showman#with#the#
unique#ability#to#make#neurology#fun#and#exciting.#He#was#not#always#right,#but#he#never#
left#his#audience#in#doubt.”#
#
See:#Daroff#RB.#Personal#history:#the#pipes#of#Pan.#Neurology#2006;66(12):1960`1;#author#
reply#1960`1.#
#
#
#
  



Anecdote #2:  Robert B. Daroff’s meeting with North 
Vietnamese Senior General Vo Nguyyen Giap in Hanoi, 
Vietnam, on November 30, 2005 
 

#
#
“In#2004,#prior#to#the#first#INFO#Neurology#Meeting#in#Viet#Nam,#my#co`organizer,#
Vietnamese`American#neurologist#Dr.#Daniel#Truong,#knowing#that#I#served#with#the#U.S.#
Army#in#Vietnam#as#a#neurologist#in#1966,#asked#whether#I#wanted#to#meet#with#General#
Giap,#whose#North#Vietnamese#armies#defeated#both#the#French#and#Americans#(and#later#
drove#out#the#Chinese)#at#his#villa#in#Hanoi.##I,#of#course,#responded#affirmatively.##I#then#
exchanged#correspondence#with#the#General’s#personal#secretary,#N.T.,#who#assisted#Dr.#
Truong#in#organizing#the#INFO#2004#program,#and#explained#why#I#wanted#to#meet#the#
General.##
#
The#meeting#didn’t#materialize,#however.#
#
Again,#in#preparation#for#the#2005#meeting,#Daniel#arranged#a#meeting#with#the#General#in#
Hanoi,#scheduled#for#the#afternoon#of#November#30th.##The#evening#before,#I#was#told#that#
we#would#be#picked#up#at#the#Nikko#Hotel#at#10:00#A.M.##When#I#came#to#the#lobby,#Daniel#
was#there#with#two#Vietnamese#gentlemen:##P.D.N.,#a#member#of#the#National#Assembly,#
and#his#friend,#D.H,#a#local#businessman,#in#whose#Mercedes#we#drove#to#the#villa.##We#were#
initially#let#into#a#waiting#room,#the#walls#of#which#were#covered#with#a#variety#of#flags#and#
awards,#and#pictures#of#the#General#throughout#his#career.##We#were#then#taken#into#a#
meeting#room#with#a#large#desk,#and#similar#wall#hangings.##Two#of#the#General’s#aides,#in#



civilian#attire,#were#present.##I#was#to#be#seated#next#to#the#General,#who#was#to#be#at#the#
head#of#the#table.##The#General#spryly#entered,#in#his#military#uniform,#but#without#ribbons#
or#medals.##He#looked#much#younger#than#his#95#years.##He#spoke#only#Vietnamese,#which#
was#translated#by#Daniel.##He#was#briefly#introduced#to#each#of#us,#followed#by#a#handshake,#
and#we#all#sat#down.#
#
Daniel#then#described#me,#exaggerating#my#importance#as#a#scientist,#likening#me#to#the#2nd#
Coming#of#Hippocrates,#and#stated#that#I#was#his#“mentor”.##The#General#remembered#that#
Daniel#had#visited#him#on#a#previous#visit#to#Viet#Nam#15#years#earlier.##He#then#spoke#
directly#to#me,#with#Daniel#translating,#and#began#with,#“I#believe#that#by#meeting#you,#Dr.#
Daroff,#my#brain#is#getting#bigger#and#my#brain#power#will#improve#in#the#future.”##Then#
came#the#following#exchange:#
#
Daroff:##“I#believe#you#were#the#greatest#General”###[I#then#paused#and#
decided#not#to#say#‘who#ever#lived’#or#‘since#Alexander#the#Great’,#and####came#up#with#the#
arbitrary]…”of#the#last#300#years.”#
#
General#(with#a#smile):##“I#disagree.”#
#
Daroff:##“Well,#perhaps#with#the#exception#of#Napoleon.”#
#
General:##“I#was#not#inferior#to#Napoleon.”#
#
Daroff:##“I#agree.##Napoleon#lost#to#Wellington#at#Waterloo,#and#you#never#
lost#a#defining#battle.”#
#
That#put#the#issue#to#rest.#
#
I#brought#a#copy#of#the#book#by#Cecil#B.#Currey,#“Victory#at#Any#Cost,#The#Genius#of#
Vietnam’s#General#Vo#Nguyen#Giap”,#for#the#General#to#sign.##Daniel#translated#my#request#
for#him#to#sign#the#book,#and#the#General#said,#“Thank#you#for#the#gift#of#the#book.”##Daniel#
tried#to#correct#the#General,#stating#that#the#book#wasn’t#a#gift#and#it#was#for#the#General#to#
sign,#but#the#General#would#hear#nothing#of#it.##I#asked#if#he#was#familiar#with#the#book.##He#
replied#that#it#was#a#good#book,#but#he#disagreed#with#the#title,#in#that#it#implied#a#lack#of#
concern#about#the#lives#of#his#soldiers,#and#he#cared#very#much#about#them.##He#then#
pushed#the#book#to#the#right#side#of#the#table,#opposite#to#where#we#were#sitting.##I#told#the#
General#that#I#agreed#with#him,#and#that#the#title#of#the#book#should#have#been#simply,#“The#
Genius#of#General#Giap”.##I#told#him#that#I#would#write#the#author#about#the#General’s#
irritation#with#the#title.##With#a#smile#on#his#face,#he#then#reached#for#the#book,#wrote#a#
lengthy#inscription,#and#asked#Daniel#to#simultaneously#translate#it#into#English#as:#
#
# Friendly#gift!
#
# To#the#Honorable#Daroff#
#
# # I#wish#the#Honorable#good#health,##
# # and#to#bring#the#scientific#achievement#in#Neurology#



# # to#a#higher#peak#than#it#currently#exists.#
# #
# # And#try,#with#all#your#efforts,#to#help#Viet`#
# # nam,#and#contribute#to#the#friendship#of#the#people#of##
# # Viet`nam,#and#the#people#of#the#United#States.#
#
# Viet`nam,#30#November#2005#
#
# # [signature]#
#
# Senior#General#of#the#Army,#Vo#Nguyen#Giap#
#
Daniel#had#a#book#of#his#own#about#the#General,#and#asked#him#to#write#an#inscription#in#it.##
The#General#signed#and#dated#the#book,#without#spelling#out#his#name#under#the#signature.##
Daniel#asked#him#to#write#something,#and#the#General#replied,#“How#can#I#give#you#your#
book#as#a#gift?”##In#other#words,#he#wasn’t#accepting#the#book#as#a#gift#from#Daniel,#and#
therefore#couldn’t#give#it#back#to#him,#as#he#did#with#me.#
#
At#this#point,#Daniel#realized#that#the#General#had#planned#to#gift#the#book#to#me,#but#
couldn’t#unless#he#owned#it,#and#that’s#why#he#accepted#it#as#a#“gift”#from#me.##It#was#
analogous#to#thinking#several#steps#ahead#in#planning#a#strategic#military#encounter.##From#
the#beginning,#the#General#fully#intended#to#give#me#the#book,#but#had#to#own#it#first.#
[A#rather#extraordinary#feat#for#a#95`year`old#man.]#
#
Picture`taking#followed.##There#were#several#pictures#of#the#group.##The#General#held#my#
hand#during#one,#and#allowed#me#to#put#my#hand#over#his#shoulder#in#another.##There#was#
then#a#picture#of#the#two#of#us,#General#Giap#and#me.##The#others#attempted#to#get#
individual#pictures#with#the#General,#but#he#replied,#“No#personal#pictures.”##Thus,#he#would#
only#allow#me#to#be#pictured#with#him#alone.#
#
We#stood#up,#shook#hands,#I#saluted#the#General,#and#he#returned#it#appropriately.#
#
He#departed,#and#we#drove#off#to#a#meeting#with#the#Vietnamese#Secretary#of#Health.#
#
#
Robert#B.#Daroff,#M.D.#
#
[Dictated#in#Hanoi,#Vietnam,#December#1,#2005]”#
 
  



!
Anecdote #3: Fred Plum, MD  
 
Daroff RB.  Neurological story: Friend, mentor, and a force in the field (Fred Plum).  
World Neurology 2009;August:12. 
 
“Fred Plum is a neurological icon who is known for his many contributions to our specialty.  He 
was assertive and forceful—and authoritarian when he deemed it necessary.  He was also brave 
and fearless.  While he was chief of neurology at the University of Washington in Seattle caring 
for polio patients, he had himself curarized, catheterized, and placed in an iron lung so that he 
could experience their treatment firsthand.  And, while studying cerebral circulation with the 
Kety-Schmidt technique, which involved catheterization of a carotid artery and jugular vein, he 
had that procedure as well for the same reason.”   
 
Daroff then recounted an event when Plum made rounds at UCSF in early 1968.  The collective 
group of residents and attendings went to see a young African American woman who, in 
retrospect, likely had Herpes encephalitis.  The woman’s very tough-looking husband – wearing 
a jacket with a large Blank Panther insignia – became angry and confrontational, and refused to 
leave the room.  The residents and attendings were all petrified into a state of inaction, but Plum 
immediately took control and calmly explained that, “Your physicians are so concerned about 
your wife’s health they asked me to see her, since I am an expert in this type of neurological 
problem.”  Plum’s empathetic and gracious interaction with the man produced an immediate 
tearful apology from the man who simply asked “Please do what you can to help my wife.” 
 
“We subsequently became close friends, and, in addition, he became a strong active supporter of 
my career.” 
 
Daroff then recounted Plum’s role in naming Daroff to the Editorial Boards of the Archives of 
Neurology and then the Annals of Neurology, when Plum was the Editor-in-Chief of these 
journals, and finally selecting Daroff as Editor-in-Chief of Neurology, when Plum was chair of 
the search committee for that position.   
 
“I’ve had many wonderful mentors over the ears to whom I am indebted, but none promoted me 
as actively as did Fred Plum.  When I think about him and our relationship, my thoughts always 
return to the angry young Black Panther from Oakland.” 
 
 
Email from D. Lanska to R. Daroff 3-20-14: 
 
“Bob: I had read this [Daroff’s anecdotes regarding Fred Plum in World Neurology] when it 
came out, and re-read it now.  I read also your comments re: Plum …  for the ANA interviews.  I 
never met him but heard that he was brilliant, typically authoritarian, and sometimes harsh with 
people.  The very positive anecdotes you have presented in several forums are essential, l I think, 
so that folks who have not interacted with him directly can get a better perspective of the man 
and his many contributions. 



  
I met Jerry Posner a couple times, including once when he was a visiting professor while I was a 
neurology resident.  He also communicated with me by email recently.  Posner has a very 
different demeanor (or at least public face) from Plum's by my understanding.  Posner is brilliant, 
insightful, and easy to talk with even for residents and junior colleagues,  
  
Doug” 
 
 
Email from R. Daroff to D. Lanska 3-20-14: 
 
“True.  Jerry Posner is a gentle, brilliant guy, who balanced Fred perfectly. 
 
Joe Foley said that, to understand Fred you need to know that he had terrible acne as a teenager, 
and that his father was an alcoholic. 
 
Fred came from a relatively poor family in Atlantic City, but he got a full tuition scholarship to 
Dartmouth, where he roomed with the rich, aristocratic Fletcher McDowell who taught Fred how 
to be a "gentleman". (Fletcher was a neurologist who became Dean at Cornell.) … 
 
Bob” 
 
 
Email from R. John Leigh, MD to D. Lanska on June 10, 2014: 
 
“My anecdote about Bob Ruff [MD, PhD] is that when he was a PG2 and I was his senior at 
New York Hospital, and he had been on the prior night, he would present his overnight cases to 
the team as he dressed himself. Of course, Dr. Plum was not present. … 
 
My only comment about Fred is that when we were writing a chapter together,1 he suddenly 
proclaimed: "John, you are looking for the answers rather than the questions." That stayed with 
me throughout my career. … 
 
Best wishes to you and Mary Jo. 
John” 
 

 
Later, it was said of R. John Leigh, “Like his mentor Fred Plum, John Leigh strongly encouraged 
younger neuroscientists to tackle neurological problems by investigating ‘pathological 
physiology.’” 2 
 
 
See also: 
 
1. Plum F, Leigh RJ. Abnormalities of central mechanisms. (Chapter 16). In: Regulation of 
Breathing. Part II. Edited by Hornbeib TF. New York: Marcel Dekker, 1981: 989-1052. 



2. Rufa A, Federighi P. Fast versus slow: different saccadic behavior in cerebellar ataxias. Ann N 
Y Acad Sci. 2011;1233:148-154.  
3. Leigh RJ, Rottach KG, Das VE.  Transforming sensory perceptions into motor commands: 
evidence from programming of eye movements.  Fronteirs in Neurology: A Symposium in 
Honor of Fred Plum.  Ann NY Acad Sci 1997;835:353-362. 
4. Leigh RJ.  Oculopalatal tremor and somatic gap junctions in the inferior olive following 
stroke.   Symposium in Memory of Fred Plum.  New York: Weil Cornell Medical College.  
November 17, 2012. 
 
  



Anecdotes #4: Dr. Joseph Foley’s Personal Recollections of Military 
Service During World War II* 
 
* Dr. Foley’s recollections (which he titled “Mediterranean – July 
10, 1943”) were recorded by him c1993, and are provided here 
courtesy of Robert B. Daroff, MD. 
 























Anecdotes #5: Dr. Joseph Foley’s Personal Recollections of the 
Naming of Asterixis* 
 
* Dr. Foley’s recollections were sent in a letter replying to an 
inquiry from Charles S. Davidson at Boston City Hospital.  The 
letter from Dr. Davidson dated July 31, 1963, and Dr. Foley’s reply 
on August 4, 1963 are provided here courtesy of Robert B. Daroff, 
MD. 
 
 
These recollections are similar to those from Dr. Foley’s interview for 
the American Academy of Neurology’s Oral History Project on 
December 8, 2011.  An excerpt from Dr. Douglas Lanska’s interview 
with Dr. Foley is included below. 
 
Lanska DJ, Sommers BW.  Interview with Joseph M. Foley, MD.  
American Academy of Neurology Oral History Project.  December 8, 
2011.  American Academy of Neurology, Minneapolis.  2011. 
 
"DJL:    The two of you [I.e., Raymond Adams and Foley] ultimately came to 
describe asterixis. 
  
JMF:   We did. I would see all the liver disease patients and study them 
neurologically. And then later I would show them to him. We would discuss them. 
  
DJL:    Which of you first observed this? 
  
JMF:   I think I did. Denny-Brown was, of course, much interested in Wilson’s 
disease. Wilson’s disease had a[n associated] movement disorder. It struck me 
that the movement disorder of Wilson’s disease was much like what we were 
seeing in ordinary liver disease. It turned out to be such. 
  
DJL:    You ended up doing some further studies of these patients with EEG and 
EMG. 
  
JMF:   We did indeed. Yes. I think they could have done without. …  I don’t think 
they were that important.... 
  



DJL:    Which of you did those studies? You or Ray Adams? 
  
JMF:   I did most of them. But he was in the lab and he was monitoring what has 
happening, putting brakes on my excesses. [laughs] 
  
DJL:    What do you mean? 
  
JMF:   When I would overreach in my conclusions about something, he would 
calm me down. 
  
DJL:    Who came up with the term? 
  
JMF:   I did. God knows how.  If you ask me now, originally it was anisosterixis: 
sterixis meaning maintenance of posture of some sort, an meaning not, and iso 
meaning equal. 
  
DJL:    Did he shorten it or did you? 
  
JMF:   I’m not sure how that happened. I think probably I did. 
  
Steve Foley (Dr. Foley’s son): I think you’ve said in the past,  Dad, that you took 
a Greek scholar to lunch. 
  
JMF:   That’s right, I did. Right. I remember going to Jacob Wirth’s on Stuart 
Street in Boston with this Greek scholar and we discussed the phenomenon and 
then put a name to it. You’re right, Steve. I’m trying to think who that was. In 
those days, I knew a lot of Greek scholars. They’ve been fading." 
 
  







 
 
Anecdotes #6: Joseph Michael Foley, MD, FAAN, as the moderator 
of a Grand Rounds telecast (1961) 
 
Lesions of the Brain: Stroke, Head Injury and Parkinsonism, 
Upjohn Grand Rounds, live telecast, 1961 [excerpts] 
[Movie clips were supplied by Robert B. Daroff, MD, and were transcribed by Douglas J. 
Lanska, MD] 
 
Background: 
 
 Interview: Daroff to D. Lanska on February 22, 2014: 
 “Did#you#get#the#Joe#Foley#film?”#
#

Lanska:##“No.”#
#

Daroff:##There’s#a#film#from#1961#of#Joe#Foley#interviewing#a#whole#bunch#of#people##
[at#Albert#Einstein#School#of#Medicine]:#…##I’ve#got#to#send#you…#That#film#is##
fantastic.##He#makes#mincemeat#out#of#everybody.##He#was#then,#in#1961,#just#
fantastic.#“##

 
Email from R. Daroff to D. Lanska on February 24, 2014, commenting on the video:  
“It is Foley at his best.”  
 
Email from D. Lanska to R. Daroff on February 24, 2014:  
“I watched the Foley video and enjoyed it so much that I transcribed the excerpts it 
contained...  Quite a distinguished panel with Joe at the controls.  I knew Joe and [A.B.] 
Baker didn't get along, and Baker did not come off well in this, nor really did 
[McDonald] Critchley, who looked nervous, fidgety, and somewhat befuddled.  Foley, on 
the other hand, was masterful, quick witted, and really on his game.  [Michael] DeBakey 
came across and much more fun-loving that I have ever seen him before.  DeBakey 
seemed to enjoy a good joke there, even if at Baker's expense.  It was surprising how 
limited the panel's differential diagnosis was, to Foley's dismay.  Very enlightening on 
many levels.  (As was typical of Joe, that never made it to his CV) … Upjohn is now 
effectively defunct, a product of multiple mergers and such.  There was clearly more of 
this in the original.“  
 
Email from R. Daroff to D. Lanska on February 24, 2014:  
“In 1961, Upjohn invited me and probably thousands of others to view the live broadcast 
at local theaters in Philadelphia and elsewhere. I was a PG1 [intern] and actually saw it 
live.  Several years ago, Joe sent me the recording.  Joe was incomparable. Einstein might 
have the other tapes, but I don't think that Joe was involved in them.” 

 
Panelists: 



Joseph M. Foley, MD [1916-2012]  -  American neurologist and moderator. 
Leo M. Davidoff, MD [1898-1975]. – American neurosurgeon and host 
Abraham B. Baker, MD [1908-1988]– American neurologist  
McDonald Critchley, MD [1900-1997]– British neurologist  
Michael A. Debakey, MD [1908-2008] – American cardiac surgeon  
Donald L. McRae, MD [1926-1982] – American neuro-radiologist  
Wilder Penfield, MD [1891-1976] – Canadian neurosurgeon  
 
Narrator: Direct from the Robbins Auditorium at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New 
York City, we’re happy to bring the tenth in a series of Grand Rounds telecasts, tonight’s 
program dealing with Lesions of the Brain: Stroke, Head Injury and Parkinsonism, brought to 
physicians nationally by the Upjohn Company.  The clinical leaders of tonight’s session are Dr. 
A.B. Baker, neurologist at the University of Minnesota Medical School; Dr. Michael A. 
Debakey, surgeon at Baylor University College of Medicine; Dr. McDonald Critchley, 
neurologist at the National Hospital, Queen Square, London; Dr. Donald L. McRae [1926-1982], 
radiologist of the Montreal Neurological Institute; Dr. Wilder Penfield, neurosurgeon of the 
Montreal Neurological Institute; and the host at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Dr. Leo 
M. Davidoff. 
 
Dr. Davidoff: On behalf of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, I would like to welcome you 
to this evening’s Grand Rounds.  We are privileged to have with us as our moderator, Dr. Joseph 
M. Foley, neurologist at the Western Reserve College of Medicine.  Dr. Foley? 
 
Dr. Foley:  Thank you, Dr. Davidoff.  Our next problem deals with cerebral vascular disease, and 
we will shortly visit Houston, Texas that is, for a case presentation.  Dr. Debakey, would you 
first tell us about your interest in this subject and what you have been doing please? 
 
Dr. Debakey: Thank you, Dr. Foley.  I’ll gladly do that.  Our interest in this problem is based on 
the presence of certain patterns of occlusion involving the main blood vessels that supply blood 
to the brain. …  
 
Dr. Foley:  Thank you, Dr. Debakey.  Now gentlemen, you’ve been to Texas.  You’ve heard 
some standard Texas things.  You’ve heard about an oil man, a golf game, circulatory vertigo, 
and the Red River Valley.  I would like to ask you at this point what you think of this patient’s 
problem.  Dr. Critchley, would you tell us what you think is causing these symptoms.  By the 
way, is this what you’d call – this lightheadedness – is this what you’d call in England feeling 
giddy? 
 
Dr. Critchley:  Oh, dizzy.  Dizzy, yeah. 
 
Dr. Foley:  Dizzy?  I see.  [audience laughter]  This is not a standard attribute of Texas I’ll have 
you know, sir.   
 
Dr. Critchley:  Well then I think I should call this under the term basilar insufficiency. 
 
Dr. Foley:  Dr. Davidoff, do you think there are other causes for lightheadedness, sir? 



 
Dr. Davidoff: I thought in spite of the report of a negative neurological [exam], that he had a left 
central facial weakness as I saw it on the film. 
 
Dr. Foley: Aha! Another one of the blood sports.  Dr. Baker, would you obtain angiograms on 
this patient? 
 
Dr. Baker: Probably use anticoagulants and see how he responds before we’d embark on 
angiograms in this patient. 
 
Dr. Foley: Come, come, gentlemen!  Do you mean to tell me that the only possible etiologies of 
lightheadedness are vertebrobasilar insufficiency or middle ear disease? 
 
Dr. McRae:  Dr. Foley? 
 
Dr. Foley:  Yes, Dr. McRae. 
 
Dr. McRae:  Do you think this man had a seizure the night he had the nightmare and knocked out 
two teeth – an epileptic seizure? 
 
Dr. Foley:  That’s one of the disturbing things about having a neuroradiologist around.  He keeps 
asking clinical questions the clinician can’t answer, you see.  Uh, uh, gentlemen, the x-rays.  Dr. 
McRae, please. [audience laughter] …   
 
Dr. Foley:  What would you do now at this point, Dr. Penfield, sir. 
 
Dr. Penfield: I think I should treat him conservatively. 
 
Dr. Foley:  Meaning what, sir, with surgery?  That’s usually the conservative treatment, isn’t it, 
for the surgeon?  [Dr. Penfield and audience laughter] … 
 
Dr. Foley:  Now what I wonder is, do you think the symptom of lightheadedness in a patient of 
this sort justifies this much risk? 
 
Dr. Baker: We have not had to resort to surgery in but very few of our cases in order to alleviate 
symptoms that are not removed by the conservative therapy and anticoagulants. 
 
Dr. Foley:  Would you have encouraged surgery in this case? 
 
Dr. Baker: I think if this patient had had uh… 
 
Dr. Foley:  Oh, come, come now, would you, sir? 
 
Dr. Baker:  If this patient had had anticoagulants and all the conservative therapy, then I think 
we’d be forced to go ahead and do surgery. … 
 



Dr. Critchley:  A known cerebral embolus. 
 
Dr. Foley:  And Dr. Debakey, do you agree?  I gathered… 
 
Dr. Debakey:  I disagree completely. 
 
Dr. Foley:  That’s what I gathered … um, from what you had said before.  [audience laughter] … 
 
Dr. Foley:  When do you think a lumbar puncture is indicated in a non-hemorrhagic stroke?  
There’s a policy in America as soon as the patient appears on the ward.   
 
Dr. Critchley:  A non-hemorrhagic stroke? 
 
Dr. Foley:  Yes, sir.  There’s a place in the chart for it.  Yes, sir.  In a non-hemorrhagic stroke, do 
you think a lumbar puncture should be done routinely? 
 
Dr. Critchley:  No, I don’t think so. 
 
Dr. Foley:  Dr. Baker? 
 
Dr. Baker: I wanna know how the – how, how you diagnose a non-hemorrhagic stroke.   
 
Dr. Debakey:  That’s a point. [audience laughter] 
 
Dr. Foley:  Please, Dr. Baker, I’ll ask the questions.  [louder audience laughter] … 
 
Narrator:  This program has been brought to you live from New York City, and it’s been a 
presentation of the Upjohn Company. 
  



Anecdotes #8: Further anecdotes of Joseph Foley, MD, from 
former trainees in Cleveland 
 
 
Email from Bernd Remler, MD to D. Lanska February 24, 2014: 

 
“I recall an incident with Joe Foley which had occurred outside of Bob Daroff's office. I was a 
skinny resident at the time and was enjoying one of the donuts, which Bob had always sitting out 
there. Joe was walking in my direction and when he saw me chomping the donut he stopped, 
looked at me and said, ’go ahead, fatso, have another one.’  I almost choked on the powdered 
sugar coating. 
 
Bernd” 
 
 
 
Email from Stephen Reich, MD to D. Lanska May 22, 2014: 

 
“In a letter from Joe [Foley], Oct 29, 1997: ‘… I do well, considering my age, multiple diseases 
and mis-spent youth. I’m vertical far more than horizontal... An old friend, learning I had surgery 
for cancer of the colon in April, wrote a letter of sympathy. He said he felt especially bad that I, a 
long-standing annoying pedant and nit-picker about language, must, for the rest of my life, have 
to endure a semi-colon where a colon properly ought to be.’   
 
Not surprisingly that Joe’s humor was not daunted by illness. 
 
Best regards, 
Stephen” 
 
 
 

 
  



Anecdotes #9: Random Comments about the “Great Ones”: 
Frank Forster, Tracy Putnam, Houston Merritt, Derek 
Denny-Brown, Mack Reinmuth, Joe Foley 
 
Email from R. Daroff to D. Lanska on February 28, 2014 
 
Dear Doug, 
 
Random comments about the GREAT ONES. 
 
Frank Forster trained at Boston City Hospital (BC) when it was Harvard's main teaching 
hospital.  When Tracy Putnam left BC to assume the Chair at Columbia, everyone at BC wanted 
Houston Merritt to be the new Chair.  To their dismay, Derek Denny-Brown was named Chair, 
but he was then in the British Army and was unable to come for a year or so.  Merritt stayed on 
as acting Chair.  When Denny-Brown did arrive, Forster told me that he didn’t even know how 
to  check for  position sense.  This triggered a series of memories, which follow.  
 
I was taught at Penn and Yale to grasp the sides of the big toe rather than the top and bottom.  
When I joined the faculty at the University of Miami in 1968, Mac Reinmuth, a superb clinician, 
used the top-bottom approach.  When I questioned him (rather timidly because of his seniority) 
he asked me,  "Don’t you think I can exert equal pressure with my fingers so that I don’t provide 
a tactile clue?"  I couldn’t disagree.  Reinmuth trained at BC. 
  
When I got to Cleveland, I noticed that Joe Foley also used the top-bottom approach, and I then 
reasoned that Denny-Brown introduced that to BC.  … 
 
I have a few other brief Merritt stories.  He was kind of crude, which probably explains why he 
didn’t get the Chair at BC.  I’ll provide two examples of this.  He was a visiting professor in St. 
Louis when one of his former residents came over to welcome him.  Merritt never remembered 
the names of his residents, but asked how things were going.  The resident replied that he is now 
married. Merritt asked, “How long has he been married?” and the resident replied “6 months”. 
Merritt responded, “Hell, you’re not even on farting terms yet.”  
  
I think Frank Forster told me what follows.  He was part of a site visit at Columbia and they 
interviewed Merritt who was then Dean.  Merritt produced a loud fart and got up from his chair 
and started stomping the floor as if he were chasing an insect that made the noise. 
  
Joe Foley told me a brief quip about Denny-Brown.  A resident asked him a question on rounds 
and Denny replied, with his British accent, “Sorry but I can’t provide you an answer, since the 
question would have never occurred to me.” … 
 
That’s it for now. 
Bob 
 
  



Anecdotes #10: Anecdotes of Abraham Ornstein 
 
 
Email from R. Daroff to D. Lanska on March 6, 2014 
 
Hi Doug, 
I spent the afternoon catching up on emails…. 
 
I have 2 Ornstein anecdotes. 
 
He bragged during a lecture that while testifying at a trial, the opposing lawyer asked him if he 
read the paper by Dr. X, to which Ornstein replied, "I don't read papers, I write them." 
 
In the 1970s, while at U. Miami, an uncle invited me to dinner at his club where he was 
entertaining a very prominant Philadelpian who, after determining that I was a Penn Med grad, 
asked if I knew Ornstein. He then told me that some years previously he developed frequent 
blinking and saw Ornstein as a patient. He was given eye drops that cured him. He  said that the 
symptoms were returning and asked for my business card. Since I had no clue as to the magic 
Rx, I wrote Ornstein, who responded that the patient had typical  "psychogenic blepharospasm" 
for which he prescribed "Tincture of X."  Fortunately, I was never called by the man.  
 
The Hemingway quote [discussed in the oral history interview] was great. He committed suicide, 
as did his father, brother and sister. While depressed, he commented that he never wrote a decent 
sentence in the English language. This speaks to the incredible affect of a severe depression on 
reality testing. … 
 
Bob 
 
 
Email from R. Daroff to R. Lanska on March 10, 2014 
#
Doug,#I#dug#up#the#response#Ornstein#gave#me#regarding#his#patient#with#Blepharospasm.##
The#dx#was#"psychogenic#blepharospasm"#and#the#patient##"was#successfully#treated#with#
small#doses#of#phenobarbital#and#eye#drops#that#contained,#as#the#only#active#ingredient,#
Tincture##of#Rose#Petals."#
#
Cheers,#
Bob#
 
 
 
  



Anecdotes #11: Another one of “Daroff’s Laws” 
 
Email from Stephen Reich, MD to D. Lanska on May 22, 2014: 
 

Bob [Daroff], in letter to me of May 30, 1996, … mentioned receiving an old slide from 
John Susac about glycerol for pseudotumor, and “Daroff’s Law”: “Only full-professors 
who are more than three feet from the bedside prescribe oral glycerol. The further the 
distance, the greater the glycerol.” 
 

In an email to Stephen Reich, MD and D. Lanska on May 22, 2014, Daroff commented: 
 
“Steve, 
 
Thanks for reawakening my ‘rule.’ 
I've never had another opportunity to apply it. 
 
Bob” 
 
 

 


